Slimebox

You will be charged monthly. You can cancel online anytime. Discounts vary; please read the
details before ordering. Every month we send you three themed slime containers with different
colors, scents, gemstones and mixing utensils. Sure to make you smile, enjoy your monthly
slime and easily order more of what you loved from our online store. Throw your very own
Slime Party in a box. Please email us for details at: support slimeboxclub. Best slime in town!
Super great costumer service! The perfect birthday or holiday gift. Also, a great stress reliever!
Thanks slime box club! We bought this as a gift for our 9 year old daughter and she loves it. The
box is filled with awesome stuff and amazing slime. She counts down till the next box. Very
happy! Great product. Purchased last year for Christmas. It was a hit at my house. Good
experience with customer service. No complaints. Love Slime box! Crazy For Slime? Pre Made.
No Mess. Happy Kids. Full of Kiddy Joy. Birthday Box. MerMazing Box. Unicorn Dreamz Box.
Variety Pack. The Gift Box. Mer-mazing DIY Bear. View All Themes. Be a part of the club! Slime
Box Club YouTube. Our customers are saying Best slime in town! Remember Me. Watch the
Teaser Trailer for KAMYA: "Locked down during a Coronavirus Quarantine, a young woman has
hours to close a deal on her job the same day an ancient demon arrives at her front doorstep. A
mixture of filming was necessary to limit the amount of people on set for filming. The script was
crafted using the pandemic as a story point. The story all revolves around a series of meetings
taking place over the course of one single day. Kamya will be available winter You can keep up
to date on all the Kamya developments here â€” kamyamovie. The chilling supernatural family
drama will be available February 19th on a number of digital and cable platforms, including
iTunes, Amazon Video, Vudu, Comcast, Spectrum, and Cox. Dead Air is the story of what
happens to William, a man suffering from the repressed memory of an old trauma. When William
discovers a ham radio and stumbles into contact with a woman with a dark secret of her own,
the deceptively innocent relationship slowly leads William to a horrible truth and changes him
forever. Synopsis: "Cleaning out the home of his newly deceased mother, William stumbles
across some belongings of his father, who died when he was just a boy. Over the airwaves, he
stumbles upon a strange woman, Eva, who suffers from paranoia and agoraphobia, and hides a
dark secret of her own. Wary at first, she slowly begins to thaw, and they strike up a distant
friendship â€” their respective radios the only thread that connects them. Something desperate
has stirred, attempting to reach William, to take hold of him and pull him into the shadow world
of memories best left forgotten. The two worlds collide, and William is rushed down a path that
is paved with deceit, lies and an awful truth, a truth that pulls him into a world of darkness from
which he cannot escape. You must be logged in to post a comment. Daily Dead Follow 30, ,
Daily Dead - Horror entertainment news, reviews, interviews, trailers, and editorials. Heads up,
trivia warriors! Please join us in learning more about incredible Black actors, filmmakers, and
cinema! Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Daily Dead's
Official Podcast! Daily Dead Follow 30, , Daily Dead - Horror entertainment news, reviews,
interviews, trailers, and editorials. Reply on Twitter Retweet on Twitter 3 Like on Twitter 8
Twitter Reply on Twitter Retweet on Twitter 4 Like on Twitter 8 Twitter Reply on Twitter Retweet
on Twitter 3 Like on Twitter 7 Twitter Reply on Twitter Retweet on Twitter 9 Like on Twitter 15
Twitter Reply on Twitter Retweet on Twitter 2 Like on Twitter 10 Twitter Retweet on Twitter Daily
Dead Retweeted. Reply on Twitter Retweet on Twitter 29 Like on Twitter 75 Twitter Reply on
Twitter Retweet on Twitter 11 Like on Twitter 22 Twitter Reply on Twitter Retweet on Twitter 8
Like on Twitter 19 Twitter Reply on Twitter Retweet on Twitter 7 Like on Twitter 11 Twitter
Independently owned and operated since , millions of people from around the world have made
Daily Dead their destination for coverage of the horror entertainment industry. Copyright dailydead. Daily Dead is a registered service mark of Daily Dead Media. Join Daily Dead's
Corpse Club for exclusive members-only rewards! Join the Club! Each month we send 3
pre-made flavored slime in each box filled with fun add-ons like glitter, fishbowl beads, foam
beads, and mixing tools plus candy and other goodies. Pay as you go - cancel anytime! There is
usually a voucher code and you enter this on the checkout page under coupon code. Use the
URL that was shown in the instructions that was sent to you. Store your slime in airtight
containers if possible. Only if the product is defective; and sticky slime is not considered
defective, you may return it within thirty 30 days of receipt and we will send you a new box. To
request a new box, please contact us at support slimeboxclub. Slime Box Club strives to
provide the best service and personal experience, but if you decide to cancel your Box
subscription s , you can cancel online at any time. You must cancel in your account settings for
security reasons. The instructions are as follows: 1. If you experience any issues with a missing
box or item s , you must contact support within 30 days from the date of issue. To request a
replacement item s or box please contact us at support slimeboxclub. Any complaints received
after this timeline given will not be eligible for a replacement. Most likely you canceled after the
next billing cycle. You should not be charged again if you cancel online. Helpful FAQs How

does this work? When do slime boxes ship? Your first slime box will arrive in business days
after your order is placed. How do I use my coupon? Will my coupon or discount price remain
the same each month? Are your products safe? They are made with kid-safe ingredients and
made in the USA. How do I prevent the slime from being sticky? We suggest you open the slime
as soon as possible and add the activator that came with the box. What if the slime is too
sticky? What if the slime too stiff? Just add lotion or a dash of warm water. How do I store the
slime? Are there refunds, returns or exchanges? How do I cancel? What if I was charged for box
I didn't receive or has missing items? What if I canceled and was charged again? Select a
design and start creating with our free slideshow maker. Smilebox's slideshow maker comes
complete with templates for any occasion. You can create free slideshows for holidays, family
events, or just for fun. Even better, our slideshow creator is loaded with dozens of styles and
layouts in each of these categories. A few simple steps and you can customize a slideshow so it
looks exactly the way you want it to. Log in to view our vast collection of templates. Choose
your occasion, whether it is a holiday, graduation, major life event, or other special moment.
Choose files from your computer, phone, Facebook, and Instagram. Or, you can drag and drop
them as you wish. Dress up your photo slideshow with music, custom text, animations, fonts,
color schemes, and more. Simply click the personalization panel on the right-hand side of your
template. Changes to these features can be made in an instant, so you can see all kinds of
different layouts just by clicking a button. Almost done! Upload it to social media, send by
email, or save it to your computer. You can also download your slideshow maker creation as an
MP4 file. The final product is a high-resolution version that brings out the most beautiful
aspects of your photos and creation. Smilebox lets you create slideshows that are much more
than just a series of pictures. With our custom templates and impressive effects, your pictures
will stand out like never before. Our free slideshow maker has become the favorite way for many
Smilebox members to celebrate the important moments of life. We built a slideshow maker that
allows you to express yourself to the fullestâ€”no design skills required. The days of having to
choose cookie-cutter slideshows are over! We deliver free online slideshow maker features that
give you endless color combinations, themes, and personalization options. This site uses
cookies to provide you with the best user experience. By using Smilebox, you consent to our
use of cookies. Learn More. Slideshow Maker â€” Create Any Slideshow Online Our free
slideshow maker turns your precious photos into meaningful stories. Create Slideshow. Create
a photo slideshow Your life is a series of stories waiting to be told. Create a slideshow with
music in minutes, add your favorite photos, songs and personalized captions. Our super-simple
photo slideshow maker lets anyone create online slideshows and share them with friends and
family. Try it now. View More. Create slideshows for any occasion! How to make a slideshow
with music:. The best slideshow maker in town We built a slideshow maker that allows you to
express yourself to the fullestâ€”no design skills required. Slideshow maker features. Simple
and fast Add photos, edit text and change colors in minutes. Unlimited storage All your photos
and slideshows are safely stored. Custom music Choose from our collection or upload your
own slideshow music. Business signature Brand your slideshow with your logo and business
info. Popular slideshow categories. Birthday Slideshows. Rating â€” 3. Social media and an
extremely valuable resource for fans of indie horror. I rarely hear other fans mentioning indie
horror releases and because of that I never see these titles unless I actively dig through
hashtags on sites like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Add to Chrome. Sign in. Home Local
Classifieds. News Break App. Read Full Story. Are you ready for some action? Well, buckle up,
because Netflix is coming through with another chart-topping action thriller. Introducing Below
Zero, the Spanish action film that jumped to the number one spot on Netflix's most watched
movies list in less than 24 hours. Studio Ghibli movies are known for their love affair with a
quiet moment frozen in time â€” the wind might pick up ever so softly and caress the leaves on
the trees, or the sun might shine warmly over a shimmering coastal city as a train surges by. It
may only be for a few seconds before the shot moves on to other things, but the impact it
leaves on the viewer is tremendous, the setting seared into their minds and hearts. Yet because
the viewer is watching through a lens that romances the mundane, even a raindrop or a rock
becomes mesmerizing â€” stunning, even. Natalie seems pretty excited about being in
Washington, but she wants to explore the area more. Dracula is no doubt one of the most iconic
villains in pop culture. But where most modern takes on that classic story tend to paint this
undead villain as a figure of tragedy, designer and artist Ricardo Delgado has a very different
take in mind. His new illustrated novel Dracula of Transylvania aims to explore a more terrifying
side of Vlad Dracula, portraying him as nothing short of "a complete horror. Directed by Paul
Greengrass. Captain Kidd Tom Hanks travels from town to town reading the news to anyone
who will pay money. His discovery of a young girl Helena Zengel abandoned in the wildness,
turns a noble vocation into an unorthodox pilgrimage, as together they journey back to her

family. Home Entertainment on February 22 It was easy to look past the idea that it was about
two women, a mother and her daughter, who had been estranged for so long, getting back
together and rebuilding their relationship after so many problems with alcohol, especially since
it was filmed in a very comical manner. Set to premiere later this year, Batman Unburied is
expected to explore the darker aspects of Bruce Wayne's aka Batman psychology. The
devastating winter weather in Texas also caused some theater closures. The Duchess of
Cornwall looked elegant in her latest appearance, which saw her wearing a beautiful thistle
brooch as she marked Burns Night with a video on social media. Wearing one of her favourite
Hello Magazine. Ken Jennings was a champion contestant on Jeopardy! He did so well on the
show that he is now the guest host following the passing of Alex Trebek. He is also a producer
on the show as well. However, not all Jeopardy! Bobby Shmurda was released from prison ten
months earlier than anticipated, being granted his conditional release on Tuesday morning.
Many are looking forward to the New York rapper's return to music, which will come soon, but
the GS9 hitmaker is taking time to reunite with his family, who he hasn't been able to properly
spend time with for the last six years. In addition, his love life has also had remarkable
improvement thanks to his girlfriend, Erica Herman. Woods and Herman began a romantic
relationship nearly four years ago. In a recent social media post, Ron Howard revealed how he
and his wife still made the most of their days together. Lionel Richie and girlfriend Lisa Parigi
kicked off the week by throwing Twitter into a tizzy over their age gap. On Monday, a photo of
the couple popped back up on social media, with Richie, 71, cuddling up to lifestyle blogger
Parigi, who is reportedly in her 30s. Page Six. Bobby Shmurda is finally getting released from
prison on Tuesday and the hip-hop community couldn't be more excited to welcome him back
with open arms. The GS9 rapper has remained culturally relevant despite his seven-year
sentence. While he didn't release a lot of music before his incarceration, Bobby quickly became
one of the most enticing up-and-coming rappers from New York, spitting new energy into the
game at the time. He had gotten close with the Migos, teasing their collaborative ShMigo
mixtape, which was never released. There's new hope that the album could eventually come
because, when Bobby gets released from prison tomorrow, Quavo will be there to pick him up.
You may also like. Robert Rihmeek Williams, better known as Meek Mill, is a popular American
hip-hop recording artist who embarked on his musical journey through rap battles and today he
is one of the richest and popular musicians. The first big break for Mill came in when he signed
a deal for his very first recording by the Atlanta based rapper T. Meek made several switches in
his career from label to label in order to find the best workplace and creative freedom. Amanda
Leigh Moore born April 10, is an American singer, songwriter and actress. She signed with Epic
Records in and came to fame with the release of her debut single "Candy", which peaked at
number 41 on the Billboard Hot Her upcoming seventh album, Silver Landings, is set to be
released in March Moore made her feature film debut in , with a minor voice role in the comedy
film Dr. In , Moore was awarded a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Apart from his basketball
career, Russell has also launched an eye-gear brand, and continues to display his interest in the
fashion world. The name Tiger Woods is synonymous with golf, and why would it not be? He is
after all, the current No. He also has the distinction of having earned the most in PGA Tour
history. A child prodigy, he was introduced to golf when he was just a toddler of two! Junior
Amateur champion when he was 15 years old. He turned professional when he was 21 and won
his first major tournament the very next year in a record-breaking performance. Soon he
dominated world golf and reached the No. Over his career he has broken several golf records
and has won 14 professional major golf championships. He is one of the few playersâ€”and the
youngestâ€”to have achieved the career Grand Slam of golf. He reached the pinnacles of glory
during the s when stories of his multiple affairs started doing the rounds. His transgressions led
to a fall in his rankings and the break up of his family. However, the gutsy player soon bounced
back to regain his position as the World No. Shailene Woodley is an American actor and
activist. Shailene went on to secure a prominent place in the film industry early in her career
which is an achievement in itself. Starting her career by appearing in commercials and
television series, she went on to play prominent roles in Hollywood films. In , she co-founded
the 'All it Takes' non-profit organization along with her mother. His albums have approximately
sold over 50 million copies globally and he has received a number of awards. His large catalog
of music speaks volumes about his hard-work and ruthless, aspiring quality. Recently, Jay-Z
was ranked as one of the most successful artists of the millennium and was also placed next to
the likes of iconic rappers including 50 Cent, Nelly and Eminem. Most of his works reflect bits
and pieces of his troubled, drug-ridden childhood. Despite coming from a very run-of-the-mill
background, Jay-Z is a millionaire artist today and continues to mesmerize fans with his
enchanting records. He is currently married to her and the couple has a daughter. James Franco
is an American actor, director, screenwriter, producer, teacher and author. He developed a keen

interest in learning and enrolled in various institutions concentrating mainly in creative writing.
However, his main stay remained acting. He has tried his hands at directing and scripting. He
continues his acting carrier with passion. While fighting against injustice meted to the
African-Americans, he carefully shunned violence. His first major campaign was Montgomery
Bus Boycott. It not only led to the abolition of racial segregation on Montgomery public
transport system, but also turned King Jr. Subsequently, he led many other nonviolent
campaigns and gave many inspiring speeches. Later, he expanded the ambit of his movement
and started fighting for equal employment opportunity. In his short life, he was arrested
twenty-nine times. He dreamt that one day every human being would be judged by his ability,
not by the color of his skin. Serbian tennis player Novak Djokovic is the current World No. He is
considered one of the greatest professional tennis players ever. He has held the top position for
weeks at a stretch. An exceptionally talented player, he has delivered numerous record-making
and breaking performances. In , he won a total of six titles, breaking the single-season record.
Bad Bunny is a famous Puerto Rican trap and reggaeton artist. He is considered as the best trap
artist of the current generation. Though his songs are predominantly in Latin or Spanish,
world-renowned musicians like Enrique Iglesias have featured Bad Bunny in their respective
songs. Bad Bunny is also credited with making Latin trap popular among music lovers across
the world. Bad Bunny is also famous on social media. While his official YouTube channel has
more than nine million subscribers, his official Twitter page has more than 10 million followers.
Adrien Broner is an American professional boxer who is known for his many achievements at a
young age. Nicknamed The Problem, Broner has quite an impressive professional record. Out of
the 38 professional fights he has fought, he has won 33 of them, lost just 3, while rest two were
no-contest and a draw. In his career, so far he has held world championship in four weight
classes. Broner has an amazing skill set that makes him a tough fighter for his opponents. His
quick right uppercut, hard left body shot have often sent opponents to the canvas. He is
extremely aggressive in the ring and is known for throwing many punches at his rivals. Kurt
Donald Cobain February 20, â€” April 5, was an American singer, songwriter, and musician, best
known as the guitarist and frontman of the rock band Nirvana. Regarded as a Generation X icon,
he is considered to be one of the most iconic and influential rock musicians in the history of
alternative music. Born in Aberdeen, Washington, Cobain formed the band Nirvana with Krist
Novoselic and Aaron Burckhard in and established it as part of the Seattle music scene which
later became known as grunge. Following the success of Nevermind, Nirvana was labelled "the
flagship band" of Generation X, and Cobain was hailed as "the spokesman of a generation";
however, Cobain resented this, believing his message and artistic vision had been
misinterpreted by the public, with his personal problems often subject to media attention.
During the last years of his life, Cobain struggled with heroin addiction and chronic health
problems such as depression. He also struggled with the personal and professional pressures
of fame, and his marriage to musician Courtney Love. On April 8, , Cobain was found dead at his
home in Seattle at the age of 27; police concluded he had died on April 5 from a self-inflicted
shotgun wound to his head. Cobain was posthumously inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, along with Nirvana bandmates Dave Grohl and Novoselic, in their first year of eligibility in
In , David Fricke of Rolling Stone ranked him the 12th greatest guitarist of all time. A very
successful artist still in the prime of her youth, she has already sold over 41 million albums and
million songs worldwide, becoming one of the best-selling artists of all time. Born in Barbados,
she grew up listening to reggae music and began singing when she was quite young. Disturbed
by her chaotic family life and the constant arguments between her parents, she immersed
herself in music and before long realized that she wanted to be a professional singer. He asked
the girl to move to New York in order to pursue a full-time career as a singer which she gladly
did. Her debut album was soon released and Rihanna became a musical sensation before long.
Her peppy, foot-tapping songs became the hot favorites of the youngsters motivating her to
venture into films as well. Pretty, young and highly talented, she is today regarded as a teen idol
and a fashion icon. Rihanna also puts her fame to good use and is actively involved with several
charitable causes. Sir Sidney Poitier is an actor, director and diplomat best known for being the
first black person to have been awarded the Academy Award for Best Actor. This was a very
significant achievement in the s when racism was rampant in the United States. Born to poor
Bahamian farmer parents, he received little formal education. As a teenager he was turning
towards street crime when his father sent him to the United States to start life anew. He received
a huge cultural shock in New York where he witnessed widespread racism and chasm between
the classes. After struggling to make ends meet as a dishwasher, he joined the American Negro
Theater. Through his determination and hard work he soon became a much sought after theatre
artist and soon stared receiving film offers. This role got him noticed and he received several
offers. After establishing himself as a successful actor, he branched into direction as well.

Christopher William D'Elia born March 29, is an American stand-up comedian, actor, writer, and
podcast host. Recently, he starred as Henderson in the Netflix thriller series You. He started
young and ever since he was a child, he had his eyes on making it big as a professional player.
From a kid with his obsession with sports, to becoming the captain of a leading NHL team,
Pittsburgh Penguins, Sydney has crossed a long path. His father happened to be a professional
level ice hockey player himself and started training Sydney since he was a kid. He exhibited his
skills at the junior and high school and got drafted by Penguins in In , Crosby led his team to
the first standing in the Stanley Cup; it was the first title victory for Penguins in more than 17
years. However, sport related ailments did plague most of his career, but Crosby kept working
hard at what he did the best, scoring goals. He played one season of college basketball for the
Kentucky Wildcats before being drafted by the Nuggets with the seventh overall pick in the NBA
draft. Kelly Preston is an American former model and actress. She has appeared in more than
60 television shows and films combined. She the
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n spent a lot of time in Australia. When she returned to Hawaii, she started appearing in
commercials and developed an avid interest in acting, which she went on to pursue full-time.
Kate Garry Hudson born April 19, is an American actress, author, and fashion designer. She
rose to prominence for her performance in the film Almost Famous , for which she won a
Golden Globe and was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress. Hudson
co-founded the fitness brand and membership program, Fabletics, operated by JustFab. Kim
Kardashian is one among the most highly paid reality TV stars, with an estimated net worth of
40 million dollars. The reality show went on to become a massive success and Kim soon
became an icon. She has also endorsed a number of products and services and is known to be
rather savvy businesswomen. Together, the three sisters have launched many clothing lines.
She also made headlines for her 72 days marriage with basketball player Kris Humphries. Learn
More.

